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The posterior parietal cortex (PPC) is believed to be involved in the representation of spatial information, including spatial attentional
processing. Because the PPC is extensively interconnected with frontal cortical regions involved in attention and executive function, we
sought to determine whether PPC was involved in nonspatial attentional processes such as those of the frontal areas to which it projects.
Lesions of the medial frontal cortex (in rats) or lateral prefrontal cortex (in nonhuman primates) impair the ability to shift attention from
one perceptual dimension of a stimulus to another (referred to as an extradimensional shift). Rats with neurotoxic lesions of the PPC
tested in an attentional set-shifting paradigm demonstrated a pattern of impairment identical to that of rats with medial frontal cortex
lesions: they were selectively impaired on the extradimensional shift phase of the task. Performance in other phases of the task was
indistinguishable from that of control rats, including the ability to reverse a previously learned discrimination. These findings are
consistent with models that assign the PPC a prominent role in cortical attentional processing networks, as well as a role for the PPC in
processing information about expectancy and surprise. They also suggest, importantly, that the interaction between the PPC and the
frontal cortex is not limited to spatial attentional processing.
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Introduction
Converging evidence from humans with brain damage (Halligan
and Marshall, 1984; Posner et al., 1984; Petersen et al., 1989),
functional neuroimaging studies of normal humans (Corbetta et
al., 1993, 1995; Rogers et al., 2000), and lesion studies in nonhu-
man animals (Mesulam, 1981; King and Corwin, 1993; Bucci et
al., 1998) indicates that the parietal lobes are necessary for atten-
tional function. One longstanding view is that the parietal con-
tribution to attention is limited to spatial functions. This is rein-
forced by the large number of studies using visual search testing
paradigms as measures of attention (Robinson et al., 1995; Stein-
metz and Constantinidis, 1995). However, few experiments have
examined the contribution of the parietal cortex to nonspatial
attentional function, or to executive function more generally.

The cortical network for spatial attentional function includes
the frontal and parietal cortex (Mesulam, 1981). Anatomical ev-
idence supports a role for these areas in attention. There are
reciprocal projections between the posterior parietal cortex
(PPC) and the frontal cortex in both rodents and primates
(Selemon and Goldman-Rakic, 1988; Andersen et al., 1990; Reep
et al., 1994). Unilateral lesions of either the PPC or the medial
agranular (AGm) cortex produce multimodal hemifield neglect
in rats (King and Corwin, 1993), as does a physical disconnection
of these two areas in one hemisphere (Burcham et al., 1997).

Within the frontal cortex, the region of interest has been nar-
rowed by more recent studies to the dorsolateral prefrontal cor-
tex in humans and nonhuman primates (Dias et al., 1996a,b,

1997; Rogers et al., 2000) and the medial frontal cortex in rats
(Birrell and Brown, 2000), which are believed to be functional
homologs (Brown and Bowman, 2002). The medial frontal re-
gion studied by Birrell and Brown (2000) is a subset of the AGm
region discussed above. These authors examined performance of
rats in a nonspatial attentional set-shifting task based on the Wis-
consin Card Sorting task (Roberts et al., 1994; Birrell and Brown,
2000). In this task, rats learned several two-choice discrimination
problems between pairs of stimuli that differed in three sensory
dimensions. The reward was consistently associated with one el-
ement of a single dimension. Once the initial discrimination was
learned, a new problem was given with new exemplars of each
dimension, with reward still associated with an element of the
same relevant dimension. This problem is referred to as an in-
tradimensional shift (IDS), because the new learning requires
shifting attention to new stimuli, but the same perceptual dimen-
sion is relevant to solution to the problem. This is in contrast to
an extradimensional shift (EDS), in which the relevant dimen-
sion changes from the previous problem. Rats (Shepp and Eimas,
1964; Birrell and Brown, 2000), monkeys (Dias et al., 1997), and
humans (Owen et al., 1991, 1993; Gauntlett-Gilbert et al., 1999)
all find solving new IDS problems easier than solving new EDS
problems. Rats with lesions of the medial frontal cortex are im-
paired on EDS but not IDS problems (Birrell and Brown, 2000), a
result that parallels findings in monkeys with lesions of the lateral
frontal cortex (Dias et al., 1996a, 1997) and humans with resec-
tion of the frontal lobes (Owen et al., 1991).

Most studies of parietal cortex function in attention have used
tests of spatial attention. Because of the interconnectedness of the
prefrontal cortex and PPC and the recent demonstration of in-
volvement of the PPC in aspects of nonspatial attention (Bucci et
al., 1998), the aim of the present study was to study the effect of
PPC damage on an attentional set-shifting task that engages the
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frontal cortex (Birrell and Brown, 2000). Rats were given neuro-
toxic lesions of the PPC, or a control surgery, and were postop-
eratively tested for the ability to establish and shift attentional
sets. If the PPC and frontal cortex function as part of an atten-
tional network, then we expected that PPC lesions, like medial
frontal lesions, would impair attentional set-shifting.

Materials and Methods
Subjects. Twenty-four male Long–Evans rats (Taconic Farms, German-
town, NY), weighing 250 –300 gm at the beginning of the study, were
housed individually in 25 � 45 � 20 cm plastic cages. Testing was con-
ducted during the light phase of a 12 hr light/dark cycle (lights on at 8:00
A.M.). Before surgery and for 2 weeks afterward, rats were given access to
food ad libitum. After this time they were maintained on a restricted
feeding schedule with the amount of food administered contingent on
their performance on the food-motivated task. A weight of 85% of ad
libitum body weight served as a guideline. Water was always available ad
libitum in the home cage. All experimental protocols were approved by
the Harvard University Standing Committee on the Use of Animals in
Research and Teaching.

Surgical procedures. Rats were randomly assigned to the lesion (n � 12)
or control (n � 12) group. All subjects underwent precisely the same
surgical procedure under aseptic conditions, except that control rats
were given intracortical injections of sterile PBS, whereas lesion rats re-
ceived injections of 0.09 M NMDA in PBS. Anesthesia was induced with
Nembutal (sodium pentobarbital, 55 mg/kg, i.p.; NLS Animal Health,
Owings Mills, MD). The anesthetized rat’s head was shaved, and the rat
was placed in a Kopf stereotaxic apparatus (David Kopf Instruments,
Tujunga, CA) with the incisor bar set at 3.3 mm below the interaural
plane. An incision was made through the scalp and fascia to expose the
skull. Four holes were drilled on each side of the skull, at the following
stereotaxic coordinates: anteroposterior, – 4.0 and �4.7 mm; mediolat-
eral, �/�2.5 and �/�3.7 mm; relative to bregma. One injection was
made at each site, at a depth of 1.5 mm below the skull at the medial sites
and 1.7 mm below the skull at the lateral sites. A total volume of 0.2 �l
was delivered at each injection site at a rate of 0.05 �l/min. The needle
was initially lowered to 2 mm below the skull to ensure that the dura
mater was pierced and then raised to the injection site and left in place for
30 sec before the injection, and for 2 min after. After the last injection, the
wound was closed with absorbable sutures and antibiotic ointment con-
taining a local anesthetic was applied. Rats received intraperitoneal in-
jections of a dextrose/saline solution (2 ml/100 gm) for rehydration, as
well as an intramuscular injection of Banamine (flunixin megumine, 0.5
mg in 0.1 ml; NLS Animal Health) as an analgesic. An additional injec-
tion of Banamine was given 24 hr after surgery. Rats were monitored
during recovery from anesthesia and allowed a minimum of 2 weeks
recovery time in the home cage before the onset of food restriction and
behavioral testing.

Apparatus. Rats can be trained to dig in small bowls filled with sawdust to
retrieve food reward (Wood et al., 1999). This experiment used terracotta
flower pots as digging bowls, with an internal diameter and depth of 10 cm.
The food reward was a half of a Honey Nut Cheerio (General Mills, Minne-
apolis, MN). The rim of the pot could be scented with perfumed oils, and the
scent was absorbed by the terracotta to produce a long-lasting odor. The
odor was refreshed at the beginning of each testing session.

The test apparatus was a Plexiglas box measuring 50 � 37.5 � 25 cm
with an opaque barrier separating one-third of the box from the rest
(along the long axis of the box). On each trial, the two digging pots were
placed adjacent to each other in the larger section of the box while the rat
waited in the smaller section. The rat was given access to the pots by
raising the divider, which was then put back down once the trial had
begun.

Habituation. On the day before testing, rats were placed in the testing
box, given access to two pots filled with the corn cob bedding used in
their home cages, and baited with several Cheerios. The cups were re-
baited continuously until the rats were digging reliably to retrieve the
food rewards. This took �30 min. At the end of this period, rats were
trained on two simple discriminations (SDs) to a criterion of six consec-

utive correct trials: odor of rose versus sensual (Body Shop perfume oils,
Wake Forest, NC) and medium of crumpled tissue paper versus shred-
ded latex gloves. The order of the two SDs and positive stimuli were
randomized across rats, with each lesioned rat matched with one normal
control. These stimuli were not used again. The purpose of this prelimi-
nary phase was to acquaint the rats with the discrimination learning
procedure, as well as to draw their attention to the two dimensions of the
stimuli, which could be relevant for subsequent discrimination learning.

In all discrimination tasks, digging was defined as a vigorous displace-
ment of the digging medium, because the reward was buried deeply
within the pot. Thus, rats could investigate the digging medium with
paws or snout before executing a “dig” response, and these choices were
not scored. Thus, because the rats were allowed to sample the digging
media by touch before digging, they could have used tactile or visual
characteristics (or both) of the media to make their choices based on this
dimension.

Testing paradigm. A trial began by raising the barrier to allow the rat
access to the two digging pots, only one of which was baited. The first four
trials of each discrimination constituted a discovery period in which the
rat was allowed to dig in both pots, regardless of where he first began to
dig. An error was recorded if the rat first dug in the unbaited pot. After
the first four trials were completed, the rat was returned to the smaller
section of the box if he dug first in the unbaited pot and was not permit-
ted to find the food reward in the other pot. Testing continued until the
rat reached a criterion of six consecutive correct trials.

In a single test session, rats performed a series of discriminations par-
alleling the procedure used by Birrell and Brown (2000) (Table 1). Ini-
tially, an SD between either two odors or two digging media was pre-
sented, followed by a compound discrimination (CD) with the same
positive stimulus as the initial SD. In the CD, a new dimension was
introduced, but it was not a reliable predictor of the location of the food
reward. An IDS was then presented; the IDS was another compound
discrimination in which both the relevant and irrelevant stimuli were
changed, but the relevant dimension (either odor or medium) remained
the same. The IDS was then reversed, so that what was formerly the
negative stimulus was changed to be the positive stimulus, with the irrel-
evant dimension still not predictive of the location of the reward. Finally,
the rats were presented with an EDS in which the formerly irrelevant
dimension became the relevant one, whereas the original dimension no
longer held predictive value.

Table 1. Example of a possible combination of stimulus pairs for a rat shifting from
digging medium to odor as the relevant dimension

Discrimination

Dimensions Exemplar combinations

Relevant Irrelevant S� S�

SD Medium M1 M2
CD Medium Odor M1/O1 M2/O2

M1/O2 M2/O1
IDS Medium Odor M3/O3 M4/O4

M3/O4 M4/O3
Reversal Medium Odor M4/O3 M3/O4

M4/O4 M3/O3
EDS Odor Medium O5/M5 O6/M6

O5/M6 O6/M5

Half of the rats switched from medium to odor, and half switched from odor to medium. The correct exemplar is
shown in bold and can be paired with either exemplar from the irrelevant dimension. In the IDS and EDS, the stimuli
were novel exemplars of each dimension.

Table 2. Stimulus pairs used

Odor pairs Medium pairs

Jasmine versus vanilla Foam rubber versus plastic beads
Mulberry versus patchouli Gravel versus BBs
Cinnamon versus gardenia Pine shavings versus shredded manila folders

The exemplars within a dimension were always used in pairs. That is, for example, whenever jasmine appeared as
one odor within a discrimination, the other odor was vanilla. No two rats within the same group received the same
combinations, but the lesion and control groups were matched. The order of presentation of exemplars and the
combination of exemplars into positive (�) and negative (�) stimuli were determined by a pseudorandom series
generated before testing.
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For instance, a pair of subjects could have
experienced the following series of discrimina-
tions (Table 1): choose jasmine over vanilla, in
a medium of neutral corn cob bedding (SD).
Once the pair have chosen correctly for six con-
secutive trials, they must learn to choose jas-
mine over vanilla in cups filled with plastic
beads or foam rubber, with the medium not
linked to the location of the reward (CD). That
is, a cup scented with jasmine could contain
either beads or foam, with the other cup on
each trial containing the other medium; the
jasmine-scented cup would hold the food re-
ward regardless of the medium it contained.
Third, rats could be confronted with a new
problem, the IDS, in which they must choose
mulberry over patchouli, in cups filled with
gravel or BBs, still ignoring the medium in which they dig. In this phase,
although the stimuli are all novel, the same perceptual dimension (odor)
is relevant for solving the discrimination. Next, the rats encounter the
reversal phase, in which they learn to choose patchouli over mulberry, in
the same media as the previous discrimination. Finally, they are pre-
sented with a third new problem, the EDS, in which they are presented
with cups scented with, for example, either cinnamon or gardenia, and
filled with pine shavings or shredded manila folders. However, in this
instance, the reward would always be located in the cup filled with, for
example, manila folders, regardless of whether it was scented with cinna-
mon or gardenia.

Half of the rats followed this order (shift from medium to odor as the
relevant dimension), whereas half did the opposite (shift from odor to
medium). The order of stimuli within a dimension was also randomized
across subjects. There were too many possible pairings and orderings of
stimuli to permit full counterbalancing, so the stimuli were assigned to
pairs that were maintained across all subjects (e.g., when jasmine was the
positive stimulus, vanilla was always the negative stimulus, and vice ver-
sa). The order of presentation of stimuli was counterbalanced to the
greatest degree possible across rats. Particular care was taken to ensure
that each exemplar was the positive stimulus of the EDS for one pair of
subjects and the negative stimulus for another. With the exception of
pair-matched controls, no two subjects were presented the stimuli in the
same order.

Histology. After testing was complete, each rat was given a lethal dose of
Nembutal (sodium pentobarbital, 100 mg/kg, i.p.) and perfused tran-
scardially with normal saline followed by 10% formalin in PBS at a flow
rate of 18 ml/min. The brains were then extracted and stored in a 20%
sucrose–formalin solution. Brains were sectioned coronally on a freez-
ing–sliding microtome at a thickness of 60 �m (Fig. 1 contains sample
photomicrographs of a lesion and a control brain). Every fourth section
through the PPC was mounted on a gelatin-coated slide and stained with
thionin for visualization of Nissl substance and then examined with a
microscope to determine the magnitude and location of neurotoxic le-
sions (Fig. 2). One of the lesioned brains was destroyed during histolog-
ical processing, and two lesioned rats had only unilateral damage; these
three rats were excluded from our statistical analysis, bringing the num-
ber for the lesion group to nine.

Results
Rats with lesions to the PPC were selectively impaired on the EDS
phase of the task (Fig. 3). An overall ANOVA with task phase as a
within-subjects factor and both lesion and initial relevant dimen-
sion (medium or odor) as between-subjects factors revealed a
main effect of task phase (F(4,68) � 65.9; p � 0.0005) as well as a
task phase by lesion interaction (F(4,68) � 12.7; p � 0.0005). Post
hoc analysis (unpaired t tests on each phase) revealed a significant
effect of lesion on the EDS phase only (t(19) � �4.28; p � 0.0004),
with no significant effect of lesion on any other task phase (t �
1.01; p values � 0.32). Within-group analysis of only the control
animals validated the task by revealing that for control rats, the

EDS is significantly more difficult to learn than the IDS (t(11) �
�4.77; p � 0.0006). Thus, although our task was slightly modi-
fied from the design described by Birrell and Brown (2000), the
key feature (i.e., that the EDS discrimination is more difficult
than the IDS) remains. There was no main effect of initial relevant
dimension, nor were there any significant interactions of this
effect with other factors ( p values � 0.21). Furthermore, the
observation that PPC-lesioned rats are not impaired on the re-
versal, which is just as difficult as the EDS, also strongly suggests
that they do not simply have an impairment in learning difficult
discrimination problems.

It is interesting that the two rats with unilateral damage to the
PPC performed outside the range of the rats with confirmed
bilateral lesions on the EDS (lesion range, 13–19 trials to crite-
rion; the two excluded cases completed the EDS in nine and 10
trials to criterion). This suggests that unilateral damage to the
PPC is without effect on EDS performance.

Discussion
The interpretation of our results is straightforward: lesions of the
PPC impaired the ability to shift attentional set from one percep-
tual dimension to another. The impairment cannot be explained
in terms of an overall effect of the lesion on discrimination learn-
ing or the ability to attend to a perceptual dimension per se,
because there were no differences between lesions and controls
on the other four phases of our task. In particular, controls and
lesions performed identically on the reversal phase of the task,
which was of comparable difficulty to the EDS. Our results are
consistent with those of a recent positron emission tomographic
study of attentional set-shifting in humans, which found tran-
sient activation in the parietal cortex in subjects performing ex-
tradimensional relative to intradimensional shifts in addition to
the prefrontal activation that was hypothesized (Rogers et al.,
2000), as well as other functional neuroimaging studies that have
found parietal activation induced by task switching (Gurd et al.,
2002). We are not aware of any studies that have specifically
examined performance of human patients with lesions of parietal
cortex on attentional set-shifting or on related tasks such as the
Wisconsin Card Sort, although we note that performance on the
Wisconsin Card Sort test can be impaired by damage to sites
outside the frontal lobe, including the parietal cortex (Anderson
et al., 1991).

It is possible that the impairment we observed in the present
study could be attributed to hippocampal damage that was unin-
tentionally induced adjacent to the PPC. The hippocampus has
been implicated in attentional function (Wall and Messier, 2001),
albeit as an attentional monitor on the perceptual data that make
up working memory rather than selection among dimensional

Figure 1. Photomicrographs of Nissl-stained sections from a PPC-lesioned brain (left) and a control (right) illustrate the extent
of neuronal cell loss. The arrowhead in the right panel illustrates the beginning of the medial edge of the lesion.
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sets. However, the hippocampal region implicated in this form of
attention is ventral (Wall and Messier, 2001), and hippocampal
damage in the present study was limited to the dorsal hippocam-
pus. Furthermore, our recent study of the effects of aging on
attentional set-shifting in rats found that spatial memory impair-
ments as measured in the Morris water maze were not correlated
with impairments on EDS (Barense et al., 2002), suggesting that
the impairment in hippocampal function that occurs as part of

normal aging, although sufficient to impair spatial learning, is
not sufficient to produce impairment on the EDS. Finally, pa-
tients with unilateral temporal lobectomy or amygdalohip-
pocampectomy are unimpaired on the EDS (Owen et al., 1991),
and patient H.M., who had bilateral resection of the medial tem-
poral lobes, including the rostral hippocampus, was unimpaired
on the analogous Wisconsin Card Sort task (Milner et al., 1968).

Previous results indicate that other aspects of nonspatial at-
tention are also impaired by disruption of PPC function, specif-
ically by elimination of cholinergic projections to the PPC from
the basal forebrain (Bucci et al., 1998). This study of Pavlovian
associative learning can be contrasted with others that have fo-
cused instead on search strategies (Muir et al., 1996; Ward and
Brown, 1997). Unilateral lesions of the PPC in rats produced no
effect of response asymmetry on a visually cued response task, but
there was a global increase in reaction time to stimuli presented
contralesionally (Ward and Brown, 1997). Similarly, damage to
parietal cortex in rats was without effect in a test of sustained
attention (Muir et al., 1996); however, the lesions in this experi-
ment were to the anterior parietal cortex rather than the poste-
rior, so an effect of PPC damage on sustained attention (or vigi-
lance) cannot be excluded. It is worth noting, however, that if any
such effect existed, it was not sufficient to produce a generalized
impairment in discrimination learning in the present study.

Any model of how a decision-based attentional task is per-
formed must include at least two modules: one that gathers the
relevant perceptual data and one that integrates that information
into a behavioral strategy. Other data suggest that the PPC per-
forms only the first of these two tasks. Bucci et al. (1998) studied
attentional modulation of associative learning in a paradigm that
did not involve the implementation of a behavioral strategy. Sim-
ilarly, the result reported by Ward and Brown (1997), in which
response latencies were increased but accuracy was unimpaired,
suggests an effect at the level of perceptual modulation (increased
latency to respond) rather than at the level of initiating a behav-
ioral strategy. The selection of behavioral strategy is presumably
the domain of the prefrontal cortex rather than the parietal cortex
(Ragozzino et al., 1999a,b; Bussey et al., 2001, 2002; Gaffan et al.,
2002). The present study, together with that of Birrell and Brown
(2000), suggests that communication between the medial frontal
cortex and PPC is essential to attentional function. This could be
confirmed either by repeating the surgical disconnection method
(i.e., both regions are left intact, but the axons running between
them are severed) (Burcham et al., 1997) or by testing rats with
crossed unilateral lesions of the two structures.

Figure 2. A series of coronal sections (adapted from Paxinos and Watson, 1998) at 3.6, 4.5,
and 5.6 mm posterior to bregma. The area of damage common to most rats (at least 7 of the 9
rats included in the final data analysis) is shown in black, whereas the maximum area of damage
to any rat is in gray.

Figure 3. Rats with lesions to the PPC are selectively impaired on the EDS. The asterisk
indicates a statistically significant difference between lesion and control rats, based on post hoc
analysis ( p � 0.05). Rev, Reversal.
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Patients with parietal damage have difficulty in disengaging
their attention from a cued spatial location to respond at a differ-
ent location (Posner et al., 1984). Hence, the PPC may be neces-
sary to disengage attention from stimuli that no longer accurately
guide performance. The effect of PPC lesions on EDS learning in
our study might thus be interpreted in this context as a difficulty
in disengaging attention from the previously relevant perceptual
dimension when attention to a new dimension is required to
support accurate performance. Patients with damage to the fron-
tal lobe also show this pattern of impairment (Owen et al., 1993).

Bucci et al. (1998) found that removal of cholinergic input to
the PPC disrupts the ability to increase attention when a stimulus
becomes an inconsistent predictor of an event that it previously
consistently predicted, or when the magnitude of an expected
reward decreases. These findings are consistent with theories of
attentional modulation in Pavlovian conditioning that posit a
loss of attention (“associability,” or the capacity to learn about a
stimulus) to stimuli that are consistent predictors of subsequent
events or of reinforcement, with an increase in attention to stim-
uli that become inconsistent predictors of subsequent events
(Pearce and Hall, 1980). Other theories of associative learning,
which have been applied to discrimination learning and set-
shifting paradigms, suggest that attention is increased to stimuli
that are good predictors of reinforcement and reduced to stimuli
that are poor predictors of reinforcement (Mackintosh, 1975).
Part of the conflict between these views is resolved by the notion
that different forms of attention control performance and learn-
ing (“automatic” and “controlled” attentional processing, re-
spectively) (Pearce and Hall, 1980). However, our results suggest
that these views are not incompatible, at least at a neurobiological
level. The phenomenon of a difference in learning EDS and IDS
discriminations is predicted by Mackintosh’s (1975) theory: at-
tention is increased to stimuli in the relevant dimension and
decreased to stimuli in the irrelevant dimension. When the EDS
occurs, attention must be increased to the previously irrelevant
dimension, thereby slowing acquisition of the EDS problem. Al-
though this theory describes a type of attentional modulation that
is entirely different from that posited by Pearce and Hall (1980),
in both cases an increase in attentional processing is disrupted by
PPC lesions. Another interpretation of our current result is that
an impairment in increasing attention to the previously irrele-
vant dimension, rather than a failure to disengage attention from
the previously relevant dimension, causes difficulty in learning
EDS problems in PPC-lesioned rats. Thus, at least at a neural
systems level, the PPC may be playing a similar role in modulat-
ing increases in attentional processing in different associative
learning settings. Future experiments might try to experimentally
dissociate these two possibilities.

The present work, combined with other experiments in rats
(Burcham et al., 1997; Joel et al., 1997; Bucci et al., 1998), lends
credence to the hypothesis that the PPC plays a general role in the
deployment of attention to locations, objects, or perceptual
streams that were previously unattended; in the disengagement
of attention from locations, objects, or perceptual streams that
were previously attended; or a combination of these. Although
this concept is not novel as regards the direction of spatial atten-
tion, the present study suggests that the role of the PPC in these
aspects of attention extends to a larger domain of perceptual
processing than perhaps was previously appreciated. This may be
useful in developing and testing theories of the neurobiological
substrates of attentional processing within the parietal cortex.
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